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TELEGRAM 047.011

To: the Romanian Ministry of Foreign Affairs (to comrades Cornel Pacoste, Marcel
Dinu)
From: the Romanian Embassy in Libreville

Subject: Gabon-North Korea relations

Date: January  6th, 1978 
Classification: Secret

From a conversation with the Chargé d'affaires of the DPRK, we gathered the
following:

The [North] Korean Ambassador was recalled to [the DPRK] for consultations and for
designing certain measures to counter South Korea's actions, which have yielded
certain concrete results in Gabon (the construction of a large store, where the
Ministry of Trade and Industry, as well as other institutions, will move); [South Korea]
provided doctors free of charge to Gabon (for whom the Gabonese government only
had to provide lodging) and is now trying to make an entry into the Gabonese
agricultural [sector].

Among the measures to be adopted by the North Koreans, and on which the
Gabonese have given their approval, since they only have to cover a very small share
of the expenses, or nothing at all, we would like to mention:

 			. Building a party cadre training school in Gabon, for which Gabon is providing only
the sand, the gravel, and other materials which abundant in Gabon, for instance,
timber.
 		

The Chargé d'affaires said that the North Koreans would also request air conditioning
and lightning facilities, which the Gabonese [government] does not agree with; in any
case, the North Korean leadership decided to build this school free of charge.

 			. Building a statue of president Bongo, made out of bronze, reaching a height of over
5 meters. 10 Korean specialists are already in Gabon for completing this work; the
contribution of the Gabonese to this work is insignificant.
. Discussions are being with the Gabonese authorities held regarding the [arrival] of
specialists in the field of mass celebrations, like the ones organized for Bongo's
arrival in the DPRK; the Gabonese would provide them only with lodging.
. [The North Koreans and the Gabonese] are discussing the arrival of 10 North Korean
doctors, whom the Gabonese would provide with room and board, but because the
doctors from South Korea are already in Gabon, they haven't reached an agreement
yet; [they] hope that the South [Koreans] leave during the first quarter of 1978. 
 		

Moreover, the [North Korean] Chargé d'affaires also showed that they are trying to
get the approvals for organizing an exhibit with North Korean products that are
superior to those from the Gabonese-South-Korean shop.

Signed
Dumitru Câtu


